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A

abbreviations, list of, ix

adoption, 155–156

affection among married couples, 13

affinity

agnatic kinship and; see agnatic kinship,

generally

cognatic kinship and; see cognatic kinship,

generally

defined, v

age, role in kinship terminology, 99

agnates, defined, v, 12

agnatic kinship, generally, 14–20

ascending line within the clan, 15, 17–18

brothers and sisters, class of, 16–17

cousins, 17

defined, 14–15

descending line within the clan, 16, 18–20

fathers and paternal uncles, 17–18

grandfathers and grandmothers, 17

husbands within the clan, 18

list of terms; table 1, 24

man’s own generation, 16–17

mothers within the clan, 18

sisters and brothers, class of, 16–17

uncles, paternal, 17–18

wives within the clan, 18

Agniun, Konstantin, 206
Ainu settlement, 13, 37–38, 46, 85–86, 112

matriliny principles, 37

akhmalk (father-in-law), v, 15, 20, 21, 22, 

27, 30, 58

near and remote, 22–23

Aleut, 113, 118–121

algebraic kinship formulae, 103–107

Al’kor, Ian Petrovich; see Koshkin, Ian Petro-

vich

alliance, clan; see clan alliance

ancestor deities, 158–159

Ancient Society (Morgan), xxxix, xxxvii, 

102, 108

Andrews, Lorin, xxxviii

ang’rei; see pu (marriageable husband) and

ang’rei (marriageable wife)

animals

bear; see bear

dog, religious ceremony for killing of, 42

symbolic relationship with, xxxvi–xxxvii

archival and field research for English edi-

tion, xx–xxi

ascending line within the clan

agnatic kinship, 15, 17–18

sexual intercourse and marriage prohibited

between generations in direct and most

remote collateral, 40–42

Australia

cousin marriage, 91, 95–107

Dieri people, xliii, 64–65

evolution of marriage, 93, 95–107

genetic link between Gilyak system and

natives of, 95–107

group marriage studies, xli–xliii, 47, 51,

57, 64–65

B

bear

festival, 135, 139, 157, 160–161, 176,

181–182

ritual kin, regarded as, xxxvi–xxxvii

vengeance, ritual, 162–163

benevolent deity, 161

bestiality, 129–130

betrothal ceremony, 51, 136–137, 140–141,

202–203

kettles used in, 145–147, 180, 210

birds of prey as souls of murdered kinsmen,

164

“black Gilyak,” 6–7

Bloch, Maurice, xl

Bloody Sunday massacre in St. Petersburg, xlv

Boas, Franz, xliii, xliv–xlix, xvii, xxiv, 248

commissioning Social Organization man-

uscript, excerpts, 233–241

Bogoraz, Vladimir, liii, xlv–xlvi, xlvii–xlviii,

xxiii, xxviii, xxxiv, 247–249, 252–255

correspondence on Social Organization
manuscript, excerpts, 238–239

graduate students, photograph with (1926),

xlviii
bride-price or bride-wealth, v, 48, 49, 52–54,

137–138, 141–147, 181, 210

articles of, 143, 181

dowry and, 144–147

installment payments, 145

return of, 148

brotherhood, custom of fictive, 181

brothers and sisters, generally

agnatic kinship, 16–17

cousins distinguished, 17

marriage prohibited between, 40–42

sexual intercourse prohibited between,

40–42

terminology used for addressing, 5

tuvng (brothers and sisters, real and classi-

ficatory), vi, 15–18, 20, 22–25, 35

Buschman, 31–34

business conversation, restrictions on, 71–72
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Bygar tribes of Sathpuras, India, marriage

between cousins, 51

C

census of Gilyak settlements, 5–9, 13, 53–54

Chekhov, Anton, xxx, xxxii

Cherniakov, Zakharii Efimovich, li, lii,

245–255

Chernyshevskii, Nikolai, xxvii

chess, playing, 101
Chukchi, 113, 116–117

circumstantial terms, 23, 28–30

clan, defined, v

clan alliance, 153–183

adoption, 155–156

akhmalk-imgi clan, 154–156

bear festival, celebration of, 157, 160–161,

176, 181–182

communal property principles, 159–160

daily activities of Gilyak boy, 173–174

deities, clan; see deities, clan

disputes, resolution of, 177

economic system, 174–175

fishing, 174–175

hunting, 174–175

murder within clan, 39, 50, 128, 162–169

name of clan, 172

out-of-wedlock children, 154

ransom received or paid in cases of

vengeance, 161–169

relations between clans, 178–183

sins, avoidance of, 169–170

taboos, avoidance of violation of, 169–170

vengeance, ransom received or paid in

cases of, 161–169

classificatory kinship system, 5, 13

age, role of, 99

agnatic kinship; see agnatic kinship, gen-

erally

algebraic kinship formulae, 103–107

cognatic kinship; see cognatic kinship,

generally

comparison of terms of relationship with

those of Ural-Altaians and Paleo-

Asiatics, 31–38

defined, v, 5

descriptive or circumstantial terms, 23,

28–30

lovers, terms used by, 30

matrilineal organization, 149–152

neighboring tribes, relationship of Gilyak

nomenclature to, 37–38

Paleo-Asiatics and Ural-Altaians, compari-

son of terms of relationship with those

of, 31–38

p a rents, terms for; comparison with those of

Paleo-Asiatics and Ural Altaians, 31–38

p i l a n g ( g reat, grand), 28–29

plural of terms or relationship, 29–30

secondary substitutive terms, 23

sexual intercourse and marriage; see sex-

ual intercourse and marriage

Turanian system among Dravidian natives

of India, 93–94, 97–107, 113–114

Ural-Altaians and Paleo-Asiatics, compari-

son of terms of relationship with those

of, 31–38

classificatory terms, defined, v

clothing, traditional, xxxv, 8, 19, 147

cognates, defined, v

cognatic kinship, generally, 15, 20–23

agnatic relationship outside the clan, 23

akhmalk (father-in-law), near and remote,

22–23

clanswomen, position of, 20

cousins, 20, 21

defined, 15

list of terms; table 1, 24

collateral kin, defined, v

Committee of the New Alphabet, lii

Committee of the North, li, xiv

communal property principles, 159–160

consanguinity, defined, v

conversation, restrictions on, 70–72, 212, 221

correspondence on Social Organization
manuscript, excerpts, 233–244

cousin marriage; see also pu (marriageable

husband) and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

Ainu settlement, 112

Aleut, 113, 118–121

algebraic kinship formulae, 103–107

Australian natives, genetic link between

Gilyak system and, 91, 95–107

brothers and sisters distinguished from

cousins, 17

Chukchi, 113, 116–117

cognatic kinship, 20

cross-cousins, defined, v

evolution of marital institutions and, 90–94

Ganowanian system among Indian tribes

of North America, 99–107, 113

India, Dravidian natives of, 93–94, 97–107

Kamchadal, 113, 116, 118

Koriak, 113, 116–118

Morgan’s theories on, 98–121

North Asian peoples, 110–121

parallel-cousins, defined, vi

Punaluan system in Hawaii, xli, xxxviii,

99–101

rites, 132–148

sexual intercourse, prohibitions, 41–42

Tungus tribes, 110–112

Turanian system among Dravidian natives

of India, 93–94, 97–107, 113–114

Yukaghir, 113–116

cross-cousins, defined, v

Cunow, Heinrich, 99
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Davydov, Gavriil I., 120

death of husband, mourning over, 61

deities, clan, xxxvi, 156–160

ancestors, 158–159

bear festival, celebration, 157, 160–161, 176

benevolent, 161

fire as, 156–157

mountain, spirits of, 158

offerings, 158–159

sea, spirits of, 158

sky, spirits of, 158

descending line within the clan

agnatic kinship, 16, 18–20

sexual intercourse and marriage prohibited

between generations in direct and most

remote collateral, 40–42

descriptive or circumstantial terms, 23, 28–30

diet, xxxv, 174–175

direct address, interdict against, 72

disputes, resolution of, 177

dog, religious ceremony for killing of, 42

dowry, 144–147

slave as part of, 145

Dravidian natives of India, Turanian system

among, 93–94, 97–107, 113–114

dugout boat, 87

E

economic system, 174–175

The Economic and Philosophical Manu -
scripts of 1844 (Marx), 197

Elementary Structures of Kinship (Lévi-

Strauss), xliii

endearment, terms for, 19, 56

endogamy, defined, v

Engels, Frederick, xliii, xliv, xxxix–xli

epidemics, effect of, 85

ethnonyms, glossary of, vii–viii

exogamy, defined, v

extramarital activities, xli, 39, 124–125

F

feeding rituals, xxxvi

field and archival research for English edi-

tion, xx–xxi

fieldwork by Grant in the 1990s, 184–232

fire as clan deity, 156–157

fishing, xxxv, 174–175

drying, preparing fish for, 78
post-World War II developments, 186–188

Fison, Lorimer, 51, 57

foreigners embraced as clan ancestors, 86

Foucault, Michel, liv

four-clan cognatic phratry; table 3, 81

Frazer, James, 91–92, 117

G

Ganowanian system among Indian tribes of

North America, 99–107, 113

Gassenschmidt, Christoph, xxviii

Gillen, Frank, xlii

Gilyak (Nivkh), generally

defined, v, vi

Nivkh society under Soviet Union (1995),

184–232

Goldenweiser, Alexander, xlvi, xvii–xviii

correspondence on Social Organization
manuscript, excerpts, 235

Gond tribe of Sathpuras, India, marriage

between cousins, 51

grandfathers and grandmothers, agnatic kin-

ship, 17

Grant, Bruce, xviii, xxiii–lvi

fieldwork in the 1990s, 184–232

great, grand (pilang), 28–29

greetings among Gilyak, absence of, 72,

210–212

group marriage, liv–lvi, xxv, xxxvii–xliv,

11–13, 55–65, 214–218

affection among married couples, 13

agnatic kinship and; see agnatic kinship,

generally

Aleut, 113, 118–121

Australia, studies in, xli–xliii

buying wife from her father or brothers, 

12

categories of group-wives, 58

cognatic kinship and; see cognatic kinship,

generally

cohabitation, 46

consent to sexual intercourse, 55

death of husband, mourning over, 61

development of marriage rules and kin

terms, 73–83

Engels’ interest in study, xxxix–xli

h u s b a n d ’s exclusive rights over his wife, 

1 2

jealousy, 62–63

Koriak, 113, 116–118

one common wife, brothers with, 60–62

pregnancy, 57

property, wife as individual, 12

public exhibition of sexual intimacy, pro-

hibition against, 55

publicity of, 56

Punaluan system in Hawaii, xli, xxxviii,

99–101

religious sanction of sexual intercourse, 56

secrecy as to intercourse, 56

sexual intercourse, 46

tuvng, man’s right to wives of his, 59

wife-giving lineage, xli

wife-taking lineage, xli

Grube, Vladimir, 4–5
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Hazard, Thomas, 243–244

health statistics in the 1980s, 191

Hegel, G. W. F., liv

hermaphrodites, 130

Herzen, Aleksandr, xxvii

hetaerism, 55

homosexuality, 130

hospitality, duty to offer, 55, 123, 159, 183,

218–219

houses, Russian-style, xxxv

Howitt, K. W., 47, 51, 57

hunting, 174–175

husbands; see pu (marriageable husband) and

ang’rei (marriageable wife)

I

ikhinund (to fight), 142

imgi (son-in-law), v, 15, 20, 21, 22–23, 27–28,

52, 58, 66, 150–151, 179–183

a k h m a l k - i m g i relationship, 22–23, 154–156

favorite guest, treatment as, 52–53, 58, 150

feeding, 52, 150, 180

participation in activities, 52–53, 150–151

sexual intercourse and marriage, 42–43

inau (ritual wooden shavings), 163

India

Gond and Bygar tribes of Sathpuras, mar-

riage between cousins, 51

Turanian system among Dravidian natives

of India, 93–94, 97–107, 113–114

individual marriage

growth of, 86

right to, 48–54

Indonesia, 97–98

inheritance by children, 12

intermarriage, 35, 38

iokh class, sexual intercourse and marriage,

43–44

Iokhel’son, Vladimir, xlv, xxiii, 68–69,

117–118, 120

irregular marriages, 88–89

iukola (dried salmon), v, 6

iuskind (to pay), 141–142

Izgina, Shura, 224

J

Japan and Russia, claim to Sakhalin Island,

xxx

jealousy, 62–63, 67–70, 127–129, 170

Jesup, Morris, xxiv

Jesup North Pacific Expedition, xxiv

K

K a m i l a roi and Kurn a i (Fison and Howitt), xli

Karger, E. A., xlviii

Kennan, George, xxxi

keta (salmon), 7

kettles as part of betrothal ceremony,

145–147, 180, 210

Khailova, Rima Petrovna, 198–213, 219

khal (clan), 15, 153

khlai nivukh (“the best man” and good ora-

tor), v, 167–168

Khuriun, Aleksandra Vladimirovna, xviii

Kimova, Lidiia Dem’ianovna, 221, 223,

224–228

kinrsh (the devil), 183

kinship, terminology used for addressing

degrees of; see classificatory kinship

system

kinz (spirit), v, 199–201, 217–218, 221–225

Kamchadal, 113, 116, 118

Kohler, Josef, 97

kolkhoz, defined, v

Koriak, 113, 116–118

group marriage, abolishment of, 116–118

sororate, institution of, 116–118

Koshkin, Ian Petrovich, liii, liv, xlviii–li, xviii

Kovalevskii, Maksim, xxxvii

Kreinovich, Erukhim Abramovich, l–lii,

xlviii, xviii–xix, xxx, 209, 249–251

correspondence on Social Organization
manuscript, excerpts, 239

Krol’, Moisei, xxvi, xxviii

L

language, study of, xxxv–xxxvi, 7–10, 31–38

Latinized Gilyak textbooks, lii

Laufer, Berthold, xliv

League of the Iroquois (Morgan),

xxxvii–xxxviii

Lebedev, G., l

Lenin, Vladimir Il’ich, li

levirate marriages, liv, lvi, xli, xlii, 49

defined, v

Koriak, 116–118

Lévi-Strauss, Claude, xliii

lineage, defined, v

literacy, xxxv–xxxvi

Liutova, Zoia Ivanovna, xviii, 198–213

Lok, Galina Dem’ianovna, lvi, xix, 218, 224,

225–232

love and jealousy, 125–129, 170

lovers, terms used by, 30

M

magic means used for unreciprocated love,

128

Malinowski, Bronislaw, xlii

marriage

adoption and, 155–156

Ainu settlement, 112
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ang’rei; see pu (marriageable husband) and

ang’rei (marriageable wife)

Australia; see Australia

betrothal ceremony; see betrothal cere-

mony

blood relatives, exclusively between, 75

bride-price; see bride-price or bride-wealth

brothers and sisters, prohibited between,

40–42

cohabitation, permanent, 44–47

cousin marriage; see cousin marriage; pu
(marriageable husband) and ang’rei (mar-

riageable wife)

development of marriage rules and kin

terms, 73–83

dowry, 144–147

economical considerations, 44

extramarital activities, xli

factors of, 44

forcible, 173

forms of, generally, 64

Ganowanian system among Indian tribes

of North America, 99–107, 113

group; see group marriage

husbands; see pu (marriageable husband)

and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

individual marriage, 48–54, 86

Indonesia, 97–98

intermarriage, 35, 38

irregular, 88–89

levirate; see levirate marriages

limitations, 39–47

matchmaking, terms of, 136–140, 229–230

matriliny, terminology and traces of,

149–152

monogamy, xxxix–xl

mutual obligations, two clans linked by,

75

nonorthodox, 48, 49, 52–54, 137–138,

141–144

North Asian peoples, 110–121

orthodox marriage; see pu (marriageable

husband) and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

phratry and its origins, 79–94

postmarital problems, 147–148

post-World War II developments, 186–187

prohibitions, 39–47

pu; see pu (marriageable husband)

Punaluan system in Hawaii, xli, xxxviii,

99–101

pure marriage; see pu (marriageable hus-

band) and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

rites, 132–148

sexual intercourse and; see sexual inter-

course and marriage

terminology and traces of matriliny,

149–152

Tungus tribes, 110–112

violence as method of obtaining wife, 135

widows, 47, 49

wives; see pu (marriageable husband) and

ang’rei (marriageable wife)

Marshall, W. E., 119

Marx, Karl, xl, xxxvii, 197

matchmaking, terms of, 136–140, 229–230

matrilineal organization, 149–152

McConkey, James, xxxi

McLennan, J. S., xlii, xxv, 97

menses, 131

Merkulova, Elizaveta Ermolaevna, lv,

213–218

milk (evil spirits), 41, 199

The Mind of Primitive Man (Morgan), xliii

monogamy, xxxix–xl

Morgan, Lewis Henry, l, xxiv, xxv, 5,

120–121

cousin marriage, theories of, 98–121

group marriage, theories of, xxxvii–xxxviii

Iroquois, study of, xxxvii–xxxviii

on Punaluan system in Hawaii, xli,

xxxviii, 99–101

mos’ (aspic made from seal fat, fish skin, 

and berries), v, xxxvi, 208

mountain, spirits of; clan deities, 158

murder within the clan, 39, 50, 128, 162–169

Murdock, George Peter, xliii

N

names

of children, 151

former, giving up, 12

surnames, 172

territorial names among clans, 172

Narodnaia Volia (The People’s Will) move-

ment, xi, xxvi, xxviii–xxix

nastund (epic poetry), 133

The Native Tribes of Central Australia
(Spencer and Gillen), xlii

Needham, Rodney, xxv, 244

nekhlunkun s’vakh (descending generation),

16

Nenets, xxx

nephews in maternal line, obligation to feed,

151

Nivkh (Gilyak), generally

defined, v, vi

post-World War II developments, 184–232

nonorthodox marriages, 48, 49, 52–54,

137–138, 141–147

Nordenskiîld, Adolf Erik, 171

O

obligatory marriage; see pu (marriageable

husband) and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

offerings, 217

Olia, Baba, 219–220, 223
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The Origin of the Family, Private Property
and the State (Engels), xxiv, xxxvii

orthodox marriage; see pu (marriageable hus-

band) and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

Ossendowski, Ferdinand, xxx, xxxi

Ostiak (Khanty), xxx–xxxi

out-of-wedlock children, 154

P

pai (presents), 128

Pakskun, Grigorii, 232

Paleo-Asiatics and Ural-Altaians, comparison

of terms of relationship with those of,

31–38

pandf (ancestral point of origin of the clan),

vi, xl, 15, 79, 151, 179–183

bear festival, participation in, 181–182

parallel-cousins, defined, vi

parents, comparison of terms of relationship

with those of Ural-Altaians and Paleo-

Asiatics, 31–38

Petrova-Averkieva, Iulia Pavlovna, xlix, xvii

phratry and its origins, 79–94

catastrophe, effect of, 85–88

depopulation process, effect of, 87

destructive conditions, 85–88

economic relations with peoples of other

cultures, effect of, 86

epidemics, effect of, 85

foreigners embraced as clan ancestors, 86

four-clan cognatic phratry; table 3, 81

irregular marriages, 88–89

outside influence, effect of, 85–86

perseverance of old forms, 88–90

three-clan cognatic phratry; table 2, 80

pilang (great, grand), 28–29

Pilsudskii, Bronislaw, 129

plural of terms or relationship, 29–30

pogroms in Russia against Jews, xlv

post-World War II developments, 184–232

pregnancy, 57, 154

Primitive Marriage (McLennan), xlii

puberty, 130–131

pu (marriageable husband) and ang’rei (mar-

riageable wife), v, vi, 18, 20, 21, 22, 26,

48–54

algebraic kinship formulae, 103–107

betrothal ceremony, 51, 136–137, 140–141

birth, rights from, 40, 48

bride-price, prohibition against taking, 52,

138

destructive conditions, 85–88

development of marriage rules and kin

terms, 73–83

distant cousins, 52

evolution of marital institutions and

cousin marriage, 90–94

first-cousins, 52

four-clan cognatic phratry, 81

group marriage; see group marriage

guest, hospitality to, 55

hetaerism, 55

individual marriage, right to, 48–54

irregular marriages, effect of, 88–89

matchmaking, terms of, 136–140

mnemonic-adjudicating significance, 49

obligatory marriage between children of

brothers and sisters, defined, 49–50,

75–76

orthodox marriage, generally, 49–50,

75–76, 136–137

phratry and its origins, 79–94

rites, marriage, 132–148

sexual relations, right to; see group mar-

riage

three-clan cognatic phratry; table 2, 80

underaged wife, 51, 136–137

widows as wives of their husband’s surviv -

ing brothers, 49

Punaluan system in Hawaii, xli, xxxviii,

99–101

pure marriage; see pu (marriageable husband)

and ang’rei (marriageable wife)

R

Radcliffe-Brown, Alfred R., xlii, xliii

Radlov, Vasilii, xliv–xlv

ransom received or paid in cases of

vengeance, 161–169

rape, 134

Ratner-Shternberg, Sarra Arkadievna, liii–liv,

xix, xlviii–xlix, 248, 254–255

correspondence on Social Organization
manuscript, excerpts, 239–242

reindeer-breeding Tungus, 47

religion, clan, xxxvi, 175–176; see also d e i t i e s

resettlements in the 1960s, 188–190

Rinzo, Mamiya, 11–12, 119

Rivers, W. H. R., 91, 113

Robinson Crusoe (Defoe), xxix, xxx

S

sagund (valuables), vi, 143, 160, 177, 181

St. Petersburg, Bloody Sunday massacre, xlv

Sakhalin Island, generally

as exile destination, xxxi

fishing industry, xxxv

Gilyak population, xxxv

Japan and Russia, claim to Sakhalin Island,

xxx

location, xxx

maps, xxxii, xxxiii

as penal colony, xxxi

Pilavo village, 84

Rybnoe, 195–196
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Tym’ River, 6–7

Viakhta, xxxii–xxxiii

Sathpuras, India, marriage between cousins,

51

sazhen, defined, vi

Schneider, David, xxv

Schrenck, Leopold von; see von Schrenck,

Leopold

Schweitzer, Peter, xliv

sea

ritual feeding of, xxxvi

spirits of; clan deities, 158

secondary substitutive terms, 23

sexual intercourse and marriage, 39–47

akhmalk-imgi clan, 42–43

ascending generations in direct and most

remote collateral, prohibited between,

40–42

brothers and sisters, prohibited between,

40–42

cognatic cousins, 41–42

cohabitation, permanent, 44–47

condemnation of intercourse with class

relative within prohibited categories, 57

conversation, restrictions on, 70–72

cousins, 41–42

descending generations in direct and most

remote collateral, prohibited between,

40–42

extramarital intercourse, xli, 39, 124–125

group marriage; see group marriage

hetaerism, 55

incest, negative views of, 67

iokh class, 43–44

jealousy, 62–63, 67–70, 127–129

lawful, norms of, 44–47

limitations, 39–47

moral and psychological consequences of

sexual norms, 66–72

prohibitions, 39–47, 66–72

psychological and moral consequences of

sexual norms, 66–72

religious sanction of, 56

suicide by lovers belonging to prohibited

categories, 67–68, 128

symbolic gestures, 56, 60, 123

third person, addressing in, 72

with unrelated woman, 48

violation of prohibitions, 66–68

widows, 39

sexual life, 122–131; see also sexual inter-

course and marriage

bachelors and married men, distinction

between, 124

beauty, importance of, 128–129

bestiality, 129–130

excesses, sexual, 125

extramarital activities, xli, 39, 124–125

freedom, sexual, 57–58, 125

hermaphrodites, 130

homosexuality, 130

infatuation, 126

love and jealousy, 125–129, 170

magic means used for unreciprocated love,

128

marriage and sexual intercourse; see sex-

ual intercourse and marriage

menses, 131

moral qualities, importance of, 129

perversions, sexual, 129–130

puberty, 130–131

rape, 134

sodomy, 129

songs, sentimental, 125–127

symbolic gestures, 56, 60, 123

unmarried women, 39

unprotected women, raid on, 123

“woman hunting,” 124

shamans, 10, 50

shankh nanigind (woman hunting), 124

Shapiro, Harry, 242–244

Shimkin, Demitri, 242–243

Shternberg, Lev Iakovlevich, xi–xiv,

xxiii–xxxvii, 247–255

birth, xi, xxiii, xxvi

Boas, Social Org a n i z a t i o n manuscript com-

missioned by, xlv–xlvi, xxiv, 233–239

childhood, xxix, xxvi
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xxxiv–xxxv
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work, liii, xiv, xlviii, 241–242

prison diaries, xxix

return to Sakhalin, xiii
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Social Organization manuscript, writing

of, xliv–liv, 233–244

study of Gilyaks; time line, xi–xii

time line, xi–xiv

transliteration of Russian words, note, x

Zhitomir, move to, xii, xlv
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T
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transliteration of Russian words, note, x
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Tungus settlement, 13, 110–112
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intermarriage, 38

man’s marital rights, 38

marital norms, 110–112

reindeer-breeding Tungus, 47

Turanian system among Dravidian natives of

India, 93–94, 97–107, 113–114

Malayan system and, 113–114
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catory), vi, 15–18, 20, 22–25, 35
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Tym’ River, 6–7

U

underaged wife, 51, 136–137
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of terms of relationship with those of,

31–38
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urban activists in Russia (1870’s), xxvii–

xxviii

urdla-nivukh (rich man), 137

V

vengeance, ransom received or paid in cases

of, 161–169

Veniaminov, Ivan, 118–120

verst, defined, vi
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Vinnikov, Isaak Natanovich, liii, xlviii

von Schrenck, Leopold, 4–5, 11–12, 40

von Siebold, Phillipp Franz, 11

Vorbon, Natal’ia Dem’ianovna, 218–225, 
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W

widows

adopted persons marrying, 155

providing for, 47

sexual intercourse with, 39

as their husband’s surviving brothers, 49

winter dwelling, semi-underground, xxxv, 59
wives; see pu (marriageable husband) and

ang’rei (marriageable wife)

World War I, xlvi

World War II, 184

Y

yasak (fur) taxation, 6

Yukaghir, 36, 113–116

yurta, defined, vi

yz (master), 178, 199
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